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Art of Facilitating Socio Economic Development 

An NSG Mandatory Programme for 
empowerment and development of communities 



• “to provide or facilitate the provision of training in the public service” Public 
Service Act. 

• “provides generic, mandatory and demand-driven training focussed on 
improving education and learning in leadership, management and 
administration (including front-line services) in the public service” (APP 
2017/2018, p.1).   
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NSG Mandate



Our question
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Applic
ation?

Uptake?Impact?



• Freedom is…”improved livelihoods” Amartya Sen

• In response to Constitution

• NDP – 3 challenges

• More accurate to say to provide training to achieve improved livelihoods through 
reduction of poverty, inequality and unemployment

• We, as public servants, need to unpack these concepts:

1. what do the concepts really mean ?

2. what does that imply for my job?
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Deepening the mandate



The dilemma
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R2.8B 
2017/18

Billions  over 
past 2 

decades

R2+B 
past 5 
years



Poverty, inequality and 
unemployment persists

ROI not reflected – still we have 
service delivery protests
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The argument

High 
quality 

materials

High 
quality 

facilitation

High quality 
capacity 

development 
programmes
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Strengthening our philosophy
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From ToT
LFDP: Know, be, do 

apply

New Management 
Theory

Social justice, change

Content - WHAT Process - HOW

“Death by slides”
Metaphors, proverbs, 

quotations, stories 

Shifts in Curriculum
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Changing others
Self-

transformation

Managing others Leading others

Portfolio 
assessment

Peer learning exchange, 
individualised

developmental 
assessment & field 

observation

Shifts  in curriculum cont.
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From training only to facilitating development

1. Shift from “training” alone in leadership, management & administration skills” to facilitating 
application of skills in the workplace, i.e. uptake of learning for purpose of improving lives of 
people.

2. Shift from facilitating courses and training programmes only to facilitating development and 
empowerment of participants

3. From the development National and Provincial officials mainly in past and Local officials presently, 
to also include community stakeholders who work directly with communities on the ground
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If you want to go quickly, go alone. If you want to go far, go 
together.

If you think you are too small 
to make change, try sleeping 

with a mosquito!

Wealth, if you use it, comes to 
an end; learning, if you use it, 

increases.

You must act as if it is 
impossible to fail.

Sticks in a bundle are 
unbreakable.

Guide 2 p. 27-29 14

INDIGENISATION: USING PROVERBS TO MAKE A POINT
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Ubuntu leadership is

Umuntu, ngumuntu, ngabantu

A person is a person because of people
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Afrikan philosophy of “UBUNTU”

Value base of the South African  
Constitution 

Philosophy: a way of being 
Afrikan
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NSG Approach begins with our 
Constitution with a focus on 

participatory, people-centred  
methodologies and indigenous 
techniques to enable, a caring 

ethos and citizen-centred  
service delivery.



BACKGROUND TO ART OF FACILITATION

• LFDP: Art of Facilitation (AoF) 2016 for professionalization of trainers

• Well received  realised that there it has the potential for a wider application  - facilitation of 
development

• Focusses on self-reflections and self-transformation

• Before we can transform others we need to begin with our own self-transformation. 

• The AoF is participatory and experiential 

• Uses social justice and decolonising approaches

• Indigenous methods such as storytelling (narrative) methodologies with a spotlight on African 
leadership and Ubuntu.
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WHY INTEGRATE “HEAD, HEART & HANDS” ?

• Attention to social and economic transformation in a development state means pro-poor decision-
making which entails 

• Cognitive intelligence (Head) must be integrated with emotional intelligence (Heart) for meaningful 
transformational learning to ensue – (Hands - ability to apply).

• Emotional intelligence, is one of a core skill identified for 4th Industrial Revolution and is central to the 
process of rational thought.

• Key function not compliance in a heartless bureaucratic way but rather thoughtful application of their 
minds and hearts to the specific functions each of us perform in our departments
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CONCEPTUALISING, DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF USING THE ART OF

FACILITATION FOR COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

Feb 2018

Capacity building of Gauteng CDWs on Art of Facilitation: Participatory Community Engagement

Oct 2018

Minister for Public Service and Administration visited Ginsberg in Oct 2018 and established an 
Outreach programme

Nov 2018

NSG arranged exploratory meetings with Nightingales; Ward Councillors and CDWs for Ginsberg 
area

Meeting also held with Eastern Cape Development Cooperation to understand economic 
opportunities available to communities
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CONCEPTUALISING, DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF USING THE

ART OF FACILITATION FOR COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

Aim was to learn about the context, challenges communities face in the  area, work being done by 
Nightingales, CDWs & Ward Councillors, capacity building needs, support and skills required

This became the NSG pilot for the:

Art of Facilitating Participatory Community Engagement Programme

Art of Facilitating Socio - Economic Development
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NSG response

1. Community volunteers

2. Community Development Workers

3.   Traditional Leaders



GINSBERG CAPACITY BUILDING INTERVENTIONS

Target Audience

Nightingales community volunteers; CDWs; Ward Councillors; DoH; DSD; DoE; COGTA; DPW; OTP

Intervention sessions

Community Stakeholders
• Development needs analysis – 12 February 2019
• Capacity development  - 11- 15 March 2019
• Certificate Ceremony – 22 May 2019
• Review of the content of the handbook – 16 August 2019
• Book drive collection for Steve Biko Centre Library

Community Development Workers
• Development needs analysis - 18 June 2019
• Review of content for the handbook – 16 August
• Capacity development  - 30 September – 4 October 2019
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OUR CONSTITUTION
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Values
• Impartial
• Fair
• Economic use of money
• Equitable
• Unbiased
• Consultation
• Accountable and transparent
• Development oriented 



NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT PLAN

Ginsberg?

Poverty –

poor people,

no food

Inequality-
not treated 
equally, no 

access Unemployment 
– no jobs, no 
way to earn a 

living 
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SONA: NEW SOCIAL COMPACT

• “If we are to achieve the South Africa we want, we 

need a new social compact. We need to forge durable 

partnerships between government, business, labour, 

communities and civil society.” June 2019
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PURPOSE OF AOF: SOCIO-ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

• Vision - a sustainable generic capacity development project model aimed at realising the socio 
economic rights of poor communities through participatory community engagement processes. 

• An integrated approach targeting whole communities and their respective stakeholders working 
in partnership to address issues of poverty, unemployment and inequalities.

• Building an active government service and citizenry that can know and assert its rights and 
promote societal progress by participating more in the economy.
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CURRENT PROJECTS

1. Girl child 

2. Soup kitchen programme

3. Home Based Care Programme

4. School nutrition projects ( Zamani school)

5. Observing special days, world health days, Mandela Day etc
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CURRENT CHALLENGES

1. Funds and resources – need for donations, food, sanitary pads

2. Support from provincial and local government departments is limited

3. Support from business – not sure how to go about this

4. Being an effective NPO – What does this mean?

5. Office space and storage space

6. Place to cook and serve meals

7. Loud hailer
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TRAINING NEEDED CONFIRMED

1. How to raise funds

2. How to build partnerships

3. How to access existing resources

4. How to write reports

5. How to conduct meetings

6. How to take minutes

7. How to start up a project, including M&E of project

8. How to resolve conflict

9. How to communicate and give feedback
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GROUP WORK FEEDBACK - GIRL CHILD PROJECT

Targets – girl children at schools

1. Reason for project – absenteeism;  no parents; poor cant afford; supply 
schools monthly

2. Works well: better attendance at school; fewer infections; started with 
primary, now also senior schools, Zamani school; educate learners on 
health matters; DSD and CT donations of pads

3. Not working well: fears of sustainability; using own money; lack of 
transport; lack of knowledge, who to approach for funding; no 
accommodation; no address, place for storage of pads, kept in homes; 
using own money
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GROUP WORK FEEDBACK - SOUP KITCHEN

Targets – injured miners

1. Reason for project – they sit all day waiting for people who are 
bringing them money; they wait all day; don’t have food or money; 
absenteeism;  

2. Works well: good response from Nightingales donating own money to 
buy food for these people; 

3. Not working well:

no accommodation, transport food; miners are exposed to extreme 
weather they need shelter; they have to go back may have borrowed 
money; fears of sustainability; using own money; lack of transport; no 
address; lack of knowledge on who to approach for funding; place for 
storage of pots, food, kept in homes; using own money
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GROUP WORK FEEDBACK - HOMEBASED CARE

Targets - elderly, sick

1. Reason for project – most stay alone; family elsewhere; neglected 
seniors; Cant get to Asso meetings so they go update them

Assist with medication, fetch medication for them monthly

2. Works well: Happy to assist them; boosts their morale because 
loneliness is reduced; gives them sense of belonging; give them tokens of 
R 500 for Xmas

3. Not working well: no resources; wide area, transport is problem -
Bhisho, KWT; requested transport from donors; cant get transport bec
they have no office
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CERTIFICATION CEREMONY AND HANDOVER OF BOOKS FOR STEVE BIKO

LIBRARY WAS HELD ON 22 MAY 2019

• Attended by Nurses, ECOTP,  EC Cogta, NSG

• Nurses presented a funding proposal they had presented to Cash Build.

• Expressed value of participatory methodology and 3-way which they were using with girls at 
schools and for public on wellness day.

• They found this improved the success of the community work they already do. 

• Handbook was already being implemented and found to be very useful.
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CHANGES IMPLEMENTED BY RETIRED NURSES ASSOCIATION,  
SINCE THE INTERVENTIONS

• Nurses have raised more funds as a result of learning how to fundraise and approach business 
for support

• With these funds they have:

- added another school to support girlchild with sanitary pads

- building a school hall in addition to 2 classes they were refurbishing

• The miners they supported with a soup kitchen have been compensated by government. 

• They believe this is the result of MPSA letter to Minister for Minerals and Energy about this 
matter in March 2019

• More confident engaging business

• More confident engaging EC government on  the matter of  physical premises from which to 
operate.

• They are now working with NPOs and Business partners in their areas

• Handbook most useful they reported
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COMMENTS FROM CDWS

• CDWs reported that they felt more empowered in working with 
communities since March workshop

• Key was the realisation that government (COGTA) was not the only 
partner 

• They are now working with NPOs and Business partners in their 
areas
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RATIONALE FOR PARTNERSHIP NSG AND COGTA AND

ECCOGTA

• Recognising the pivotal role of traditional communities in our society

• Uplift role of TLs in their communities for betterment of society as a whole

• Traditions and customs are important - how to integrate this with modernity for socio economic 
development into a win-win situation

• Indigenous Knowledge System – Valuing, Reconnecting and Grounding our indigenous 
societies – impact of Western traditions – how to make the most of both systems as we 
transform 

• Not just skills and competences – it is about applying this to play a developmental role in 
society

• Not just a focus on laws and policies but how to implement these in a humane way

• Collaborative design and development –COGTA – Content + NSG Curriculum & Pedagogy

• 3 Strands: African context; emotional intelligence; developmental assessment
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RECENT EC INDUCTION PROGRAMME TOPICS
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• Role of Traditional Leaders in Service Delivery

• Legislation and Policies

• The COGTA Branch for Traditional Leaders and functions of the Directorates

• National, Provincial and Local Houses

• Roles and responsibilities of Traditional Leaders in the Traditional Council on Financial management, 
administration of Councils, Claims and disputes

• Partnerships with Private sector and NGOs (e.g. ABSA, Road Accident Fund, Standard Bank etc)

• Disaster management

• Social challenges such as HIV/ AIDS; Gender based violence amongst others



BACKGROUND ON NSG PROGRAMME FOR

TRADITIONAL LEADERS

• Hosted 2 sessions with Traditional Leaders (TL) in the Eastern Cape:

• 15 August 2019 Development needs assessment

• Capacity development 25-27 September 2019

• Differentiate between TL Qualification Programme and the Art of Facilitating the Socio Economic 
Development of traditional communities

• Compare frameworks for COGTA skills audit with EC COGTA Induction programme 

• Highlight gap areas – rationale for improving socio economic development 
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OUTCOMES FOR TRADITIONAL LEADER’S DEVELOPMENT NEEDS

ANALYSIS WORKSHOP

• Elicit histories, context and needs of EC Traditional Leaders through storytelling 

• Identify application of policy and legislation -what does the policy/ legislation mean with regard to my 
responsibility for the upliftment of the people in my kingdom? 

• Identify development projects in the kingdoms through peer learning exchange

• Identify the needs of the development needs of Traditional Leaders

• Identify the resources needed

• How do we address these challenges and build on successes?

• Review Art of Facilitating Participatory Community Engagement Handbook (March 2019, NSG) and 
customise for Traditional Leaders needs
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OUR FOCUS 

• Two pronged: 1) Qualification 2) Art of Facilitating Socio- Economic Development (AoF: SED)

• Honouring your legislative responsibilities with regard to socio-economic development of  
traditional communities

• Building on community strengths

• Peer knowledge exchange – learning from each other
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FOCUS AREAS REQUESTED BY TRADITIONAL LEADERS

• Constitutional Values

• Policy & Legislation

• Dispute resolution

• Ethics and Accountability 

• Mentoring

• Project management

• Business plans

• Feasibility studies

• Monitoring & Evaluation

• Mentoring

• Financial Management
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FOCUS AREAS REQUESTED BY TRADITIONAL LEADERS

• Promote the welfare and development goals of the community

• Promote the well being of the people; peace & Harmony; Dispute resolution; agriculture; 
indigenous knowledge systems

• Be people-oriented
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TRADITIONAL LEADERS HANDBOOK
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CONTENT FOR TRADITIONAL LEADERS
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Listening with 
respect

Facilitating 
development

Creating a safe 
space

Dealing with 
conflict

Power to the 
people 

Know our 
African 
context

Use your “bag 
of tricks”

Negotiation 
skills

Being 
Authentic 

Being present
Going with 

the flow
Give Feedback

Be flexible Time to reflect

LFDP Part 2 p.50 50

Skills for Facilitating Leadership



“Always respect people –
recognise the difference 
between telling and 
sharing”
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What Participants said

I was 
transformed 
as a person.  

The experience 
truly changed 

my life!

“Never 
underestimate 
the 
resourcefulness 
of communities”

“Really an eye-
opener seeing the 
difference between 
presenting and 
facilitating”.

“I learned to take 
the community 

seriously – it’s not 
just a job to earn 

money”



THANK YOU
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